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Abstract
A better understanding of Driving Patterns and their relationship with geographical driving areas could bring great benefits for
smart cities, including the identification of good driving practices for saving fuel and reducing carbon emissions and accidents.
The process of extracting driving patterns can be challenging due to issues such as the collection of valid data, clustering of
population groups, and definition of similar behaviors. Naturalistic Driving methods provide a solution by allowing the collec-
tion of exhaustive datasets in quantitative and qualitative terms. However, exploiting and analyzing these datasets is complex and
resource-intensive. Moreover, most of the previous studies, have constrained the great potential of naturalistic driving datasets to
very specific situations, events, and/or road sections. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for extracting driving
patterns from naturalistic driving data, even from small population samples. We use Geographic Information Systems (GIS), so
we can evaluate drivers’ behavior and reactions to certain events or road sections, and compare across situations using different
spatial scales. To that end, we analyze some kinematic parameters such as speeds, acceleration, braking, and other forces that
define a driving attitude. Our method favors an adequate mapping of complete datasets enabling us to achieve a comprehensive
perspective of driving performance.
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1 Introduction

Smart cities and societies are driven by our ever-growing desires
for continual innovations and improvements in every aspect of
our life [1, 2]. Transportation, which is the backbone of modern
societies, has also been undergoing this continual innovation
and improvement process [3]. The environmental, economic,
social, and health-related damages caused by transportation are
well-known, and demand innovative solutions. Such solutions,
in turn, require new methods for modeling and analyzing

various aspects of our transportation systems. Understanding
driving behavior is one such area that could bring massive en-
vironmental, economic, and social improvements.

Driving behavior can be parameterized by defining pat-
terns. Analyzing the patterns allows us to establish different
driver groups and vehicle driving models, which can be com-
pared with each other. However, extracting discrete driving
patterns from raw data is not trivial due to a large number of
elements and factors that may potentially influence our driv-
ing performance. Additionally, traditional experimentation
methodologies present serious limitations in terms of the vol-
ume of data, the number of factors considered, and even in the
quality and reliability of the collected data. A detailed litera-
ture review of studies related to the extraction of driving pat-
terns is presented in Section 2.

Naturalistic driving (henceforth ND) has great potential for
the extraction of driving patterns. This experimental method is
based on an exhaustive data collection that aims to character-
ize the driving behavior of people in real-world situations [4].
For this, it is capable of incorporating most of the factors
involved in the driving performance by using a large array
of sensors and video cameras inconspicuously installed on-
board the vehicle. Data collection in ND trials is based on
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massive and blind strategies. They are considered massive
because they collect (at least theoretically) the largest amount
of data related to driving performance. They are considered
blind because the data collection is rarely focused on an iso-
lated factor. These two characteristics largely explain why ND
data is highly versatile for research, and it allows the evalua-
tion of the different factors that are part of the whole driving
experience, i.e., vehicle, road infrastructure, surrounding en-
vironment, and driver [5, 6]. Overall, ND based studies offer
two main advantages compared to more traditional driving
analysis methodologies: (a) the experimental process is un-
conditioned because the research staff does not interfere in
the experiments (at least, theoretically [7]), and (b) it allows
registering most of the parameters and indicators that might
potentially influence driving performance.

A significant number of ND experiments have been con-
ducted at different scales for different purposes. The most
important ND studies are the 100-cars experiment [8] and
the SHRP-2 NDS [9] in the United States, and PROLOGUE
[10] and UDRIVE [11] in Europe. So far, ND researchers
have mainly focused on specific issues related to driving per-
formance, such as the use of mobile devices [12, 13], the
frequency of secondary tasks [14], the emergence of any dis-
traction [15], or the effects of anger and other moods on driv-
ing performance [16], among others. Usually, most of these
studies select some data samples by applying data thinning
strategies or, alternatively, limit their focus to some specific
situations by restricting the study area.

However, the high potential related to the ND datasets,
especially when these data come from large experiments, still
poses major research challenges due to the complexity of
exploiting these kinds of data. In fact, ND typically involves
huge data volumes coming from a high number of instru-
ments, devices, and sensors installed on-board the experimen-
tal vehicles. These data are registered at high (or very high)
temporal rates for long periods of time. In consequence, ND
studies have large requirements in terms of data collection,
data handling, and data analysis, combined with the chal-
lenges associated with data accuracy in terms of missing data,
gaps, and/or anomalous values in the final datasets [17, 18].
Therefore, in order to fully realize the ND potential, there is a
critical need for developing a solid strategy for ND research
that systematically manages all ND stages, from data pre-
processing to analysis.

To address this, we have developed a range of NDmethods
over the years. In [19, 20], we implemented a methodology for
estimating the geoposition of an experimental car in areas
where the GPS instrument ceased to function. In [21, 22],
we developed a reliable method for checking the quality of
this type of data, which allowed us to reduce the number of
false positives and detect events and incidents more efficiently
than with other methods. In [23, 24], we implemented and
discussed strategies for mapping kinematic data related to

driving performance by using Geographic Information
Systems (henceforth GIS).

In this paper, we develop a multi-scale focus where the
driving behavior is analyzed as a whole set of factors under
different circumstances. Driving behavior is parametrized by
means of driving patterns based on very fine-grained data
obtained in an ND experiment. At a macro spatial scale, these
driving patterns are mainly extracted from kinematic parame-
ters related to driving performance, i.e. acceleration forces and
speeds. At a micro spatial scale, we analyze the driving per-
formance in specific road sections by considering some addi-
tional indicators such as the engine speed, the braking and
acceleration forces, in addition to the position of the gearshift
lever. The combination of the two spatial scales for ND anal-
ysis allows us to achieve a smarter and more comprehensive
perspective of driving patterns compared to other studies fo-
cusing on a single spatial scale. Moreover, we exploit multiple
features of GIS mapping, a tool rarely considered in previous
ND studies. For the macro-scale analysis, we plot histograms
and bar charts using software tools such as Microsoft Excel, R
Studio, and some statistical software including Statgraphics.
For the micro-scale analysis, data are basically represented in
the form of maps. These are produced by using the software
ArcGIS from ESRI.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we pres-
ent a methodology for extracting driving patterns in different
scales with the aid of GIS tools. Second, we demonstrate the
great potential of ND data for the extraction of driving pat-
terns. This paper presents a step beyond the traditional analy-
sis of ND data in that, an example is presented to identify,
extract, and analyze driving patterns from ND datasets. In
order to do that, we have proposed an efficient method for
the visualization and extraction of this type of data based on
GIS mapping. A better understanding of driving patterns and
their relationship with geographical driving areas could bring
great benefits for smart cities, including the identification of
good driving practices for saving fuel and reducing carbon
emissions and accidents.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the background material and reviews the relevant
literature. Section 3 describes the data and study area.
Section 4 describes the methodology. Section 5 presents an
analysis of the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
with an analysis of the most representative results presented in
this paper and several directions for future work.

2 Background and literature review

Driving patterns refer to models obtained from the parameter-
ization of performance and behavior while we drive. These
patterns have been studied extensively in the past, mainly in
relation to fuel consumption and emissions [25]. Most of the
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previous studies on this topic based their experimentation set
up on one car following another. However, their scope was
limited mainly due to ethical and practical reasons, among
others. Although some technological advances (i.e. forward-
looking lasers) made this type of studies more feasible, its
range of applications was rather limited before GPS data
was prevalent [26]. In recent years, however, the availability
of instrumented cars has made it possible to collect such in-
formation in a non-intrusive, comprehensive, and ethically
acceptable way. Consequently, nowadays we have more
means for studying this topic.

The analysis of common habits allows us to determine
general trends related, for example, to a certain group of peo-
ple. There are multiple approaches for studying driving pat-
terns, mostly considering the dynamic parameters related to
driving performance. For example, Egea [27] evaluated driv-
ing behavior by checking the cognitive perception of drivers,
in addition to some response factors. Delgado et al. [28] pro-
posed a study in the opposite direction, testing how driving
influences the physical posture of the driver.

Driving patterns are usually inferred from kinematic pa-
rameters. Thus, some scholars have evaluated factors such as
the driving efficiency, anomalous behaviors, and the success
of some driving license programs.Within the first group, Bratt
and Ericsson [29] evaluated the relationship between some
driving parameters, fuel consumption, and emission of pollut-
ants for different types of vehicles. Berry [30] evaluated how
aggressive driving increases the fuel consumption. Drivers’
aggressiveness was categorized according to the speed and
other characteristics of the vehicle. This study concluded that
to reduce fuel consumption levels, more aggressive drivers
should focus on reducing acceleration maneuvers, while less
aggressive drivers should drive at lower speeds.

Some recent studies have focused on how electric vehicles
influence driving behavior. Pasaoglu et al. [31] and Thiel et al.
[32] analyzed the driving patterns associated with several peo-
ple for improving the driving performance of electric vehicles.
Karabasoglu and Michalek [33] compared different driving
patterns in electric vehicles by assessing both economic and
environmental benefits in comparison with conventional ve-
hicles. They found that, in urban areas such as NewYork City,
electric vehicles reduced the level of emissions by 60% and
costs by 20%, whereas significant reductions were barely
achieved on high-capacity roads. Fontaras et al. [34] estimated
the reduction in fuel consumption for hybrid vehicles was
between 40% and 60% compared to conventional vehicles.
These levels were even higher in urban environments where
vehicles ran at low speeds and had multiple stops (stop-and-
go) due to traffic congestion. This last study also demonstrated
that, at speeds above 95 km per hour, fuel consumption levels
were similar in both hybrid and conventional vehicles.
Karabasoglu and Michalek [33] also concluded that the road
type and the heterogeneity of drivers had a significant

influence on the levels of reduction, both in terms of costs
and emissions. On the other hand, Sharer et al. [35] showed
that hybrid vehicles were much more sensitive to aggressive
driving patterns compared to conventional vehicles.

A large number of factors may influence the driving behav-
ior. Some studies have incorporated spatial aspects by
assessing different environments and scales. Ericsson et al.
[36] studied driving patterns and their emissions in different
European environments and cities such as Naples (Italy),
Budapest (Hungary), and Malmö (Sweden). Their experiment
comprised two parts. The first one defined the theoretical
driving patterns for the different cities and roads. The second
one evaluated the variability of these patterns based on factors
such as the presence of signalized crossings, characteristics,
and functionality of the road. Their results determined how
driving behavior depends on the environment, showing rele-
vant differences between road types and cities.

Other researchers have analyzed the relation between
weather and different driving patterns. Sabback and Mann
[37] evaluated the influence of weather on elderly drivers.
For that, 40 participants in New York and Florida were in-
volved. The results showed that 60% of the participants in
New York altered their driving behavior in winter, while the
percentage in Florida was only 20%. James and Goldman
[38], and Evans and Rothery [39] just a few years later, ana-
lyzed driving patterns in road sections near to signposted
crossings, i.e. in the so-called dilemma zones. For this study,
they considered aspects related to the drivers, such as their
gender and whether they were accompanied. With regard to
the vehicle, they defined three categories: (a) small, (b) family
size, and (c) big size including trucks and buses. Driving per-
formance was evaluated under certain weather conditions at
different daytimes. The results of their study showed driving
patterns for the different vehicle’s categories depending on
both weather conditions (basically rainfall) and daytime.
This same study also demonstrated how people who drove
family size vehicles were the most cautious drivers, especially
when they were accompanied. This demonstrates that the ve-
hicle type also influences the driving patterns, not only in
terms of speeds but also in the type and duration of the jour-
neys. This was also shown in the CABLED electric driving
project carried out in some cities in the UK between 2009 and
2012 [40].

Some other studies have focused on the influence of socio-
demographic factors, such as the gender or the age of drivers
[41]. In relation to the gender, some studies showed that women
tend to drive less at night [42] and to stop more times on the
route [43]. In relation to the age, Kington et al. [44] evaluated
the influence of some socio-demographic and health-related
factors on drivers over 50 years old. Marshall et al. [45] ana-
lyzed driving patterns of people over 70 years old by using
electronic positioning devices. Hildebrand et al. [46] analyzed
the driving patterns and accident rates of elderly people in rural
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areas to assess whether they should undergo special programs
for renewing their driving licenses. Lotan and Toledo [47] an-
alyzed the driving performance of novice drivers in Israel. Their
study showed how these drivers radically changed their driving
performance during the apprenticeship program. Williams [48]
made an extensive literature review related to driving patterns
of young people to determine what factors could explain an
increased accident risk. He found that the accident risk was
exponentially increased for young drivers at nighttime hours,
especially when they were accompanied.

A few other studies have analyzed how health conditions
affect driving performance. Fonda et al. [49] evaluated the
influence of depressive symptoms in elderly drivers by
checking any cessation (or reduction) of the driving activity
at any time. Van Landingham et al. [50] conducted a similar
research, although focused on patients with glaucoma. Their
results showed that 23% of glaucoma patients and 6.9% of
suspected cases had experienced a sudden cessation of their
driving activity at some moment.

In contrast with the literature described above, in this paper,
we focus on developing a methodology for analyzing driving
patterns given a data set, rather than describing the driving
patterns of a particular group of people. As such, the sample
for the experiment that we use, is very small in quantitative
terms but quite relevant in qualitative terms (a high number of
driving hours with significant data quality – more details are
given in Section 3). Notice, however, that the sample size is an
important feature of any empirical study in which the goal is to
make inferences about a population from that sample. In prac-
tice, it is determined considering the trade-offs between cost,
time, or convenience of collecting the data, and the need for it
to offer sufficient statistical power (representativeness of such
data). The latter should depend on the size of the population
that will be studied (for example, novice drivers in rural areas,
truckers, people with a visual disability, etc.).

3 Data and study area

The data presented in this paper were extracted from
PROLOGUE, one of the most ambitious ND experiments
carried out in Europe [10]. In Spain, a small pilot study of
PROLOGUE was conducted by the INTRAS (University
Research Institute on Traffic and Road Safety) [51]. The ob-
jective of this study was to assess the influence of In-Vehicle
Information Systems (IVIS) on driving performance. The
Spanish experiment was carried out in the surroundings of
the city of Valencia, the third most populated city in Spain,
during June and July in 2010. The study area was a road
section of the V-21 motorway, between the north edge of
the city of Valencia and the town of Puzol (Fig. 1). Its length
was 15.9 km and it was traveled in both directions being the
departure time between 8:00 am and 9:00 am. This same route

was already introduced in previous articles by the same au-
thors [19–24]. The traffic conditions were optimal, with hard-
ly any traffic jams. The trial took place under optimal weather
conditions, without any rainfall. The road used in this exper-
iment was mostly straight, although here we subdivide it into
four sections based on the same number of curves. The first
one is the closest to the city of Valencia on the outbound route,
which is precisely the most curved section.

The experiment included five drivers, who participated each
over a period of four days. The data for one of the drivers could
not be properly registered, so we decided to analyze only the
data related to the other four. Those four drivers included two
men (A and B) and two women (C and D), all of them middle-
aged, between 43 and 45 years old. The group of men hadmore
driving experience. According to previous questionnaires, both
men had traveled more than 15,000 km per year, being driver A
the most experienced one with more than 30,000 km per year.
The group of women were less experienced, with one of them
(driver D) driving less than 5000 km per year [51]. Due to the
low representativeness of our sample, this paper will be focused
on developing a valuable methodology to extract and analyze
driving patterns from ND data, rather than producing an ex-
haustive study of the driving performance of the people in-
volved in this experiment.

The experimental vehicle was a highly instrumented car
(HIC) and the drivers were aware of the location of a great
number of devices and instruments. They all knew they were
being recorded as they signed in advance a scientific and eth-
ical agreement related to the purpose of the experiment and the
use of the data. We acknowledge this could have influenced
their actual behavior when driving [7]. However, as stated
above, in this paper we focus on the methodology to analyze
the collected data, not necessarily on the results of this specific
experiment. For more information on the whole experiment,
the interested reader can refer to Valero-Mora et al. [51].

The people drove for approximately two hours per day.
Overall, around 80 parameters related to driving performance
were continuously recorded using different instruments, sen-
sors, and devices. Kinematic data related to speed, accelera-
tion, and braking forces were recorded at very high frequen-
cies. Furthermore, a set of cameras installed on-board record-
ed conditions both inside and outside the vehicle. This
allowed to check actions such as how often the driver
interactedwith any device andwhat was happening in the road
at the same time. The respective indicators and parameters
were recorded at different temporal frequencies, depending
on the technical specifications of each instrument. Indicators
related to kinematics were recorded at very high temporal
frequencies, between 10−2 s and 10−3 s. A more detailed de-
scription of the instruments, sensors, and devices is shown in
Valero-Mora et al. [51].

In this paper, we will analyze in detail the driving perfor-
mance in two small road sections, which corresponds to the
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entry and exit of the experimental vehicles in the motorway.
These study areas are represented by yellow boxes in Fig. 1.
The first study area (box 1) focuses on the initial road section,
which is just located in the north edge of the city of Valencia.
This road section is mainly straight until the emergence of a
wide-open curve in the northern direction. It has an approxi-
mate length of 2.3 km, and the curve appears at 1.9 km from
the starting point. Within this road section, the experimental
car enters the motorway, where it is theoretically expected to
progressively increase its speed. The second study area
(box 2) corresponds to the end road section, near to the town
of Puzol, where the experimental car exits themotorway.With
a length of about 1.6 km, this road path is mostly straight. In
this road section, the drivers take the deceleration lane, which
corresponds to the last 400 m of the road path. Here, the
experimental car is expected to progressively reduce its speed.

4 Methodology

In this paper, we introduce a novel methodology for extracting
driving patterns based on the kinematic data related to four
people. The main indicator for defining driving behavior is
the vehicle speed. Similar studies consider the average speed,
a value estimated by dividing the distance traveled by the time

invested in doing so. In addition to this parameter, we use the
instantaneous speed registered by the speedometer installed in
the car.Moreover, here we analyze additional kinematic param-
eters such as the acceleration or the engine speed, as well as the
position of the accelerator and brake pedals at any time.

The extraction of driving patterns is perfomed by
checking the driving performance at macro and micro
spatial scales. In the first case, we mostly use indicators
related to average and instantaneous speeds, which are
shown in bar charts. Average speeds show a simple and
fixed perspective of the whole dataset. This allows us to
define a very global perspective of how someone really
drives. The values of instantaneous speeds add more
information by observing the driving behavior along
the road section. These values are represented by linear
plots where the X-axis corresponds to the complete dis-
tance traveled. Likewise, GIS mapping of a relevant
number of indicators is performed in specific road sec-
tions (Fig. 2). GIS mapping allows us to define speed
profiles by considering the spatial location of the vehi-
cle at any time. At a macro spatial scale, we evaluate
road sections where drivers exceed the maximum and
minimum legal speeds. At a micro spatial scale, we
analyze the acceleration forces in specific road sections.
As a concrete example, we make an exhaustive

Fig. 1 Illustration of the whole study area. In the subfigure located in the
center, the red line corresponds to the complete road between the city of
Valencia (Km 0), the southernmost point, and the town of Puzol (km
15.9), the northernmost point. The maps drawn in the section of Results

represent the driving performance in the road sections enclosed by the
yellow boxes. A more detailed view of these study areas is shown in the
subfigures on the right side
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evaluation of the driving performance for one of the
drives by checking all the maneuvers and actions he
conducted while he tried to enter and exit the route.

Mapping with GIS systems uses three basic and simple
entities, i.e. points, lines, and polygons. However, to plot mas-
sive data such as that collected in this experiment one must
apply some pre-processing steps. Initially, the route line must
be digitized such an array of nodes that are spatially equidis-
tant, which simplifies and defines the complete route. The
values of each indicator in any area must be spatially interpo-
lated for assigning values to these nodes [19].

The kinematic data registered and the working methodolo-
gy implemented in this paper allow us to define and extract
driving patterns. Understanding these patterns help us simpli-
fy the complex driving behavior in real-world conditions,
which consider the surrounding traffic environment at any
time and anywhere. Although our dataset is very reduced hav-
ing a small group of drivers, our working methodology can be
implemented for extracting comprehensive driving patterns in
much larger populations as well.

5 Results

First, we present the results obtained at a macro spatial scale.
The analysis of the average speed values shows how the driver
D had a more regular driving performance, although he was
also the fastest, always exceeding 100 km per hour. Checking
his driving behavior over time, we can see that he reduced his
speed over the days of the experiment. In contrast, driver B
was the slowest one, while drivers A and C showed similar
average speeds. Drivers A, B and C showed a more irregular
driving performance in comparison with driver D (Fig. 2). A
more detailed view of their driving performance is shown in
Fig. 3. This chart represents the percentage of time that each
person spent driving within a specific range of speeds. These
speed values are grouped into a series of intervals. Two of
these intervals show values outside the speed limits set by
the national law, i.e. slower than 60 km per hour and faster
than 120 km per hour. Themapping of the speed values for the
respective drivers ratify that driver Dwas the fastest during the

Fig. 2 Average speeds for every driver on each day of the trial. The black line shows the regression (R2) of average speeds over time
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first three days. On the fourth day, driver C becomes the
fastest, exceeding the speed limit in multiple occasions.

The profiles drawn by speed values recorded by
speedometers (i.e., instantaneous speeds) show a more
detailed representation of the actual driving perfor-
mance. These values over time are depicted in Figs. 4
and 5 for each driver, being the X-axis the traveled
distance. Figure 4 shows these values for each day of
the experiment, while Fig. 5 shows the average across
the four days (with a solid black line). Figure 5 also
includes the deviation and variability of this driving
performance. It is estimated in each point of the route
by considering the difference (a) between the maximum
and minimum speed values (area in yellow), and (b)

adding/subtracting the standard deviation values (dashed
red lines). The results show how drivers C and D had a
more irregular driving performance in many road
sections.

Although this perspective is valuable, it does not consider
the route itself. This is precisely one of the main advantages of
GIS mapping, which allows us to relate these driving perfor-
mance observations to the different characteristics of the road.
Figure 6 shows the specific road locations where the drivers
used extreme speeds, in particular those speeds outside the
limits set by the national law.

Only two of the drivers, C and D, exceeded the
maximum speeds set by Spanish law at any time.
They did so in three of the four days of the trial.

Fig. 3 Distribution of total time that drivers spent traveling at different speeds. The first and the last intervals show speed values below or above the
allowed limits established by the Spanish law
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Driver C exceeded 120 km per hour in the same road
section, while driver D did it in different road sections,
although mostly in the second part of the route.

In the other extreme, abnormally low speeds were
mostly registered in the first and last road sections,
where the experimental car was entering and leaving
the motorway. In certain cases, some of the drivers en-
ter the motorway with lower speeds than expected. This
was the case for driver A during the fourth day and for
driver D during the third day. By checking the cameras
on-board of the experimental car, we realized that the

drivers were forced to reduce their speeds because of
the surrounding traffic conditions.

A more detailed perspective in some specific road sections
allows us to observe more carefully how drivers perform cer-
tain maneuvers and actions. Figure 7 shows the acceleration/
deceleration of the vehicle at the entrance and exit of the route,
which basically corresponds to the road sections depicted in
the yellow boxes in Fig. 1. Vehicle acceleration/deceleration
is estimated from the changes in speed along the road (speed at
cell [i] in comparison to speed at the upstream cell [i-1], with
cells being 50 m long). Speed values at each cell are based on

Fig. 4 Instantaneous speeds for each driver during the experiment. The codes in the circles identify each driver (A/B/C/D) and experiment day (1/2/3/4).
The X-axis represents the distances traveled from the starting point of the route, whereas the Y-axis represents the speed values
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Fig. 5 Average instantaneous speeds for each driver (code A/B/C/D in
the circle) across the four days. The X-axis represents the distances trav-
eled from the starting point of the route, whereas the Y-axis represents the
speed values. The continuous black line represents the average speeds in

each point along the route. The dashed red lines result from adding/
subtracting the standard deviation (STD) to the average speeds. The yel-
low area indicates the difference between the maximum and minimum
speeds in each point of the route
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Fig. 6 Road sections where
extreme speeds were registered.
In red, road sections where the
drivers exceed 120 Kilometers
per hour. In yellow, road sections
where the drivers drove slower
than 60 km per hour. The codes in
the circles identify each driver
(A/B/C/D) and experiment day
(1/2/3/4)
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those average from the four days they drive. Acceleration
refers to a relative increase in speed values, i.e. higher than
+2% between successive cells, while deceleration refers to a
relative decrease, i.e. lower than −2%. Speeds are considered
constant when the change is between −2% and + 2% in suc-
cessive cells. Although one would expect a process of contin-
uous acceleration at the entrance of the motorway and a con-
tinuous deceleration at the exit of it, the dynamics represented
in Fig. 7 seem much more complex.

There are relevant differences between drivers due to par-
ticular traffic conditions in successive days as well as personal
preferences. These differences are more evident in the initial
road stretch. In the ending section, all the drivers follow a
quite similar pattern of deceleration by performing the same
sequence of maneuvers: (a) initial deceleration, (b) speed

adaptation, and (c) final deceleration. However, we can note
some relevant differences regarding the time and duration of
these actions. The initial deceleration usually consists of a
double reduction of speeds, which sometimes tends to be a
single action. Concerning the final deceleration maneuver, it
happens in the last 150–300 m of the route. This behavior is
similar for drivers A, B, and C compared to driver D, who
slows down more abruptly.

A micro spatial scale approach favors a much more exhaus-
tive analysis. The next figures (Figs. 8 and 9) represent the
driving performance of driver A in two concrete road sections.
Figure 8 corresponds to the entrance of the motorway (box 1 in
Fig. 1), a road stretch 2.4 km in length. The spatio-temporal
mapping of ND data allows us to define common driving pat-
terns but also to observe how deviations emerge over time. The

Fig. 7 Acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle during the entry to (upper row) and exit from (bottom row) the motorway. Driving performance is
evaluated by considering the average speeds of each driver (code A/B/C/D within the circle) along the road
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Fig. 8 Driving profile of driver A
at the entrance of the motorway.
In columns, kinematic parameters
related to engine speed, gearshift,
vehicle speed, and position of
clutch/accelerator/brake pedals
are shown. In rows, his driving
performance over time
(experiment day 1/2/3/4 in the
circle)
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Fig. 9 Driving profile of driver A
at the exit of the motorway. In
columns, kinematic parameters
related to engine speed, gearshift,
vehicle speed and position of
clutch/accelerator/brake pedals
are shown. In rows, his driving
performance over time
(experiment day 1/2/3/4 in the
circle)
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order of the successive sub-figures presents a matrix structure,
where each row represents one single day. In columns, we rep-
resent different kinematic parameters such as (a) the engine
speed, (b) the gearshift lever, (c) the vehicle speed, and (d) any
forces applied to clutch, accelerator, and brake pedals.

Notice that in the road section covering the entrance of the
motorway (Fig. 8) Driver A does not use the brake pedal, as he
is mostly accelerating. In contrast, in the road section covering
the exit of the motorway (Fig. 9), Driver A uses the accelerator
pedal first, and the brake pedal later as he exits the motorway.
Despite these similarities across days, we can also observe
some differences over time.

At the entrance to the motorway ((Fig. 8), during the first
day, the speed increases progressively from 60 to 110 km per
hour. The accelerator pedal is mostly pressed, albeit with cer-
tain interruptions. Driver A drives most of the time using the
fourth gear. Before the curve, he stabilizes his speed and, once
inside the curve, he accelerates again. A similar trend is ob-
served for engine speeds, which progressively increase before
the curve, where he decides to shift the gear up leading to a
significant reduction of revolutions per minute. In contrast, on
the second day, the speed values follow a more regular profile,
with some reductions before the curve. In the presence of the
curve, the driver gradually decelerates the vehicle and, once
inside, he accelerates again in a staggered way. The driver
performs two gear shifts, both at the beginning of the route.
While the first action is carried out in a slow manner, the
second one is a much faster maneuver, although the driver
only steps partially on the clutch. Thus, he substantially re-
duces the engine speed during three intervals. The use of lon-
ger gear positions allows the driver to reduce engine speeds
and this derives, consequently, in a more stable and efficient
driving model, less fuel-demanding, and more environmental-
ly friendly. The speed profile of the third day is quite similar to
the first day. The driver tends to press the accelerator pedal,
although with some interruptions. He shifts two gear upwards.
First, he changes from the fourth to the fifth gear in the middle
of the initial road section. After that, he changes from the fifth
to the sixth gear just before the curve. He drives with a high
engine speed most of the time due to the fast speeds and a
delayed gear shifting. On the fourth day, the driver shows
again a very regular speed profile. He shifts up the gear two
times, one after the other in the first part of the road section.
Several sudden drops in speed values are registered, which
may be explained by eventual malfunctions in the sensor.
We can also see that the accelerator pedal is always pressed.
Engine speeds are high during the first part, but these are
reduced after the driver shifts to the sixth gear, showing a
smooth profile.

A similar approach can be observed in Fig. 9. The dis-
tribution and the parameters presented in this figure are the
same as the previous one. This road section is 1.6 km in
length and corresponds to box 2 in Fig. 1. On this road

section, the driver slows down drastically to exit the mo-
torway through the deceleration lane. However, this
manoeuver is performed differently over time. The first
day, he presses the brake two times. Eventually, he shifts
the gear lever down from the sixth to the fourth, avoiding
the fifth position. The engine speed draws a similar profile
compared to the vehicle speed. The reduction during the
second day is more progressive. The profile drawn by ve-
hicle speeds shows a convex shape, slightly different from
the first day. The driver decelerates for a while before
stepping on the brake pedal all at once. Then, he shifts
down the gear lever, from the sixth to the third position.
Again, the profile drawn by the engine speed is very sim-
ilar to the vehicle speed. The reduction in speeds during the
third day is similar to the previous day, although this action
is performed on a smaller road section. The driver steps on
the brake pedal twice, almost without any time in between.
The driver shifts the gear lever down from the sixth to the
third position in a continuous and staggered manner, al-
though slower than the day before. During the fourth day,
a very progressive reduction in speed values is observed
again. There, the driver suddenly ceases to accelerate the
vehicle and, immediately after that, presses the brake ped-
al. He repeats this action twice, although he accelerates
slightly in between. He then shifts the gear lever down
abruptly. The profile drawn by engine speed also shows a
very progressive reduction.

6 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel methodology for the extrac-
tion of driving patterns. Our working proposal is innovative,
as no similar research exists. It is based on a double axis: (a)
raw driving data and (b) mapping data. Our dataset comes
from a naturalistic driving (ND) experiment. This type of data
has an enormous potential for research. Among other advan-
tages, these data provide more information than ever related to
the whole set of conditions that affect and determine driving
behavior. Thus, we count with valuable information related to
the driver’s performance, but also to the traffic conditions, the
type and characteristics of the road, and the surrounding en-
vironment, among other factors. This type of data is adequate
for the extraction of driving patterns, in a more reliable and
accurate way compared to traditional methodologies.

In relation to mapping, we have implemented a double
approach based on a multi-scale spatial analysis. At a macro
spatial scale, we display mostly bar charts and histograms,
which help to describe the driving behavior in general terms.
This approach allows us to check some driving tendencies.
For example, some people tend to drive slower or faster than
the average, some people are very consistent in their speeds,
while others show very irregular driving performance over
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time. That being said, this macro spatial scale approach does
not give any insigths into a number of factors related to the
specific actions behind those general trends. The micro spatial
scale approach then supplements and reinforces the previous
observations. With this in mind, we conduct a more compre-
hensive analysis of the driving patterns associated with the
first driver. This micro scale analysis is conducted bymapping
with GIS some relevant kinematic parameters in certain road
sections. This type of representation allows us to estimate
metrics such as those related to how safe or environmentally
friendly someone drives.

Our working methodology is essentially based on mapping
with GIS tools. So far, GIS tools have a limited set of appli-
cations in road traffic research [52]. Most of the studies in
traffic and transportation issues related to GIS tools have been
limited to map the spatial distribution of some hotspots, usu-
ally crashes, or to highlight some vulnerable road sections. For
that, they used simple features and entities such as points for
hotspots and lines for road sections. In the case of the current
paper, our methodology is much more ambitious by seeking
how to exploit the huge potential of ND data. To that end, GIS
tools allow us to correlate the road layout to different driving
performance metrics. In addition, these tools make it possible
to plot simultaneously a great number of kinematic driving
parameters – a functionality that can be enabled/disabled de-
pending on the operator requirements –. This facilitates the
subsequent phases of analysis and interpretation of results by
allowing the analyst to incorporate different perspectives.
Thus, it is possible to involve professionals with different
levels of expertise and technical background in multidisciplin-
ary working teams. This, in turn, encourages the development
of more creative solutions for dealing with multi-faceted prob-
lems such as those related to road safety and the management
and control of traffic flows [53].

This study, however, presents certain limitations. Regarding
the experiment, our data comes from a small-scale experiment
with a shoestring budget. In fact, only five drivers participated
in the Spanish experiment of PROLOGUE. Our sample dataset
was unrepresentative for defining any group of drivers, and
some differences in the driving performance might have been
motivated by different traffic conditions at any particu-
lar time. Nonetheless, the dataset was also extensive in
data records, which made it adequate for implementing
our proposed methodology. Also, as stated before,
drivers were aware of the experiment, which could po-
tentially affect their driving behavior and, therefore, re-
duce the naturalistic validity of the final data [7]. This,
in our case, was not a significant issue, as in this paper
we focus on the methodology and not the insights from
the data itself. However, it does limit our ability to
derive any major conclusions from the observed driving
patterns. Last, the original data had some gaps. These
were easily detected in the case of kinematic indicators

because these correspond to anomalous fluctuations rep-
resented along the route [21, 22]. Other gaps might not
be so easy to recognize.

In general, a better understanding of driving patterns and
their relationship with geographical driving areas could bring
great benefits for smart cities, including the identification of
good driving practices for saving fuel and reducing carbon
emissions and accidents; all leading to more sustainable devel-
opment. Advances in electronics and information and commu-
nication technologies (ICT) are rapidly enhancing our ability to
sense andmonitor the various phenomena and processes at both
the micro- and macro-levels. Smart cities and organizations are
characterized by exploiting advanced sensing and decision-
making technologies, as well as by deploying dynamic actua-
tion technologies. All these technologies also improve our ca-
pabilities for using and interpreting naturalistic driving data.
The type of analysis presented in this paper, can be used to
educate citizens about various driving patterns and their posi-
tive and negative impacts on fuel consumption, carbon emis-
sions, vehicle wear and tear, and accident risks. Similarly, the
generated insights can be used to inform insurance companies
regarding liability so they can implement strict measures for
social intervention and/or to modify public behavior [54].

As we move into the future, with more advanced sensing
and instrumentation technologies, it will be possible to identify
driving patterns dynamically, in real-time, and issue warnings
to the driver when appropriate [55]. Some of the insights gen-
eratedwith naturalistic driving data could also be used to design
automated cars that drive in a more sustainable manner. Notice
that many countries around the world have already passed reg-
ulations that allow some form of autonomous vehicles on the
road. Thus, most probably, we will have vehicles with various
levels of automation sharing the roads in the near future [56,
57]. In such complex driving environments where human-
driven vehicles have to interact with computer-driven vehicles,
a good understanding of driving behavior will be crucial to
maintain both safety and efficiency. In the long run, it is ex-
pected that we will have roads or lanes with fully autonomous
vehicles, potentially reaching a time when human driving is
completely banned on public roads. In such an era, vehicle
manufacturers and/or vehicle operators may like to add facili-
ties for multiple humanistic driving patterns in the vehicles, or
vehicle trips, to amuse customers or as a means to provide
service differentiation. Certainly, these humanistic driving pat-
tern services would be curtailed under some government poli-
cies for the public good. Our future work will explore these
directions for smart city and autonomous vehicle designs.

In short, understanding driving patterns allows us to reduce
and simplify the complex behavior of drivers in a way that
many insights can be generated. In this paper, we presented an
adequate methodology for extracting driving patterns from
ND data. We developed different visualization strategies that
are adapted to a multi-scale approach. The main contributions
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include (a) better exploiting the high potential of fine-grained
ND data, and (b) demonstrating the adequacy of mapping
these data by using GIS tools. The low representativeness of
our sample prevents us from drawing relevant conclusions
about the profiles of any group of people. However, the meth-
odology developed in the paper at hand can be applied to
similar studies with a larger scope. Finally, relevant issues,
including open challenges on ND data, have also been
discussed in this paper.

Looking to the future, our method is a significant step to-
wards understanding the actual behavior of people driving.
Future studies should implement strategies focused on
exploiting the huge potential of ND data. Certainly, one of
the critical aspects will be to develop methodologies for data
mapping that further enhance our understanding of this data.
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